
Farm Information

Bombay Burmah’s Coffee Plantations, known as the Elkhill Group, consists of eight

estates situated around the town Sidapur in the district of Kodagu (Coorg) in 

Karnataka State, South lndia. Kodagu is a hilly plateau bounded on the west and 

south by the Western Ghats. Our coffees are cultivated and processed with utmost 

care in order to achieve the best quality of coffee. Elkhill Estates is certified by UTZ 

and RFA and the coffee is grown under the beautiful canopy of shade from the local 

jungle tree species. Environment protection is our priority and we do not disturb the 

natulal plant and tree species and our estate is home to a variety of birds, reptile and 

other species. Elkhill estates is complaint to the current standard of the sustainable 

agriculture network SAN of coffee and pepper production. Our group promotes the 

ideals of conservations and social well being basic to sustainable development. Our 

aim is to consistently improve quality produce the finest cup Elkhill has separate wet 

mill processing units of Robusta and Arabica and our own 2 MT curing unit with the 

state-of-the-art Brazilian machinery where we process all our coffees.
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Coffees

A bright and pleasant cup with smooth, fairly 
rounded and slightly silky mouthfeel. Diverse 
in flavours with bright sweetness on the finish.

Country:  lndia

Region:  Elkhill Office, South Kodagu, Karnataka, lndia

Producer & Owner: The Bombay Burmah Trading Corporation Limited

Washing Station: Fairlands Pulphouse, Silpi Pulphouse

Farm:  Elkhill Estate

Farm Size:  939,47 ha

Altitude:   972 masl

Brown Sugar CaramelCitrus

India
Elkhill Estate

Variety: Old Robusta, SLN 274

Processing: washed 

Grade:  AB

Chocolate Nut


